ATLANTIS OUTDOOR CABINETRY
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
PermaPanel
Perma‐Panel” is a solid polymer material with UV inhibitors, ideally
suited for outdoor applications. Since it’s a solid polymer, it won’t absorb
moisture, split, crack, rot, or swell. “Perma‐Panel” is designed to withstand
sun, rain, snow, and saltwater. It’s available in a variety of colors to meet
any of your design needs.
Wood
Wood doors and drawer heads are available in Teak or Cypress.
Doors, drawer heads, and applied doors do require initial as well as
periodic applications of “Teak Oil.” Doors and drawer heads are not
oiled. Cabinets are constructed of Perma‐Panel material.
Atlantis Cabinet Construction
Atlantis cabinets are constructed using the European styled full access
method. Tops, bottoms and sides, made of ¾” “Perma‐Panel” are joined
together using friction fit plastic dowels and concealed, rust proof locking
cams, providing maximum construction strength. Backs are 1/4” thick and
dadoed into sides, top and bottom.
Drawer Box
The drawer box in Atlantis cabinets feature ¾” sides and a ¼” bottom – all
constructed of easy to clean “Perma‐Panel” material. The drawer glide is
a resistant steel/stainless steel construction with a special clear coating,
specifically developed to be exceptionally weather‐resistant. It features
full extension action, a 100 pound load rating, a positive stop to keep the
drawer from being accidentally pulled out of the cabinet, and a lever release
for easy drawer removal.
Hinges
Hinges are of rust proof stainless steel construction, fully concealed, spring
loaded and self closing with a maximum opening of 100 degrees, and are
mounted on a base plate attached to the cabinet side. All standard height
cabinets feature three hinges for maximum strength.
Shelves
Atlantis shelves are ¾” thick, adjustable on 1 ¼” increments and are
supported by nylon coated steel pin shelf supports that are recessed into
the underside of the shelf to prevent forward or backward movement. Wall
shelves are full depth and base shelves are 16 1/4 inches deep.

